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download without any virus? This invention is a tunable, steerable focusing lens for focusing a laser beam onto a target, and

particularly for tunable, steerable laser beams used in guided missiles. Lasers have become an integral part of the military and
civilian weapons arsenal, and guided missiles are now being used to attack aircraft, tanks, ships, and other military targets. Since

the 1950's, lasers have proven to be superior to all other types of explosives and missiles for attacking high-speed targets
because of the directed-energy advantage they provide, i.e., delivering a well-aimed, powerful and accurate blast. Guided

missiles are powered by solid-fuel rocket motors, which means the missile must be launched from a stationary weapon system.
To launch such a missile, the weapon system must therefore be located relatively close to the target. Airbourne missiles must
travel relatively long distances, however, and are therefore subject to several obstacles such as enemy air defenses, and wind,
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rain, and air turbulence that can destroy the accuracy of the weapon by disrupting the guidance system. Furthermore, an
attacking missile must be able to quickly reach the target in order to provide the best potential for the weapon to destroy the
target. In addition, to provide the greatest maneuverability to the missile, the weapon must be able to turn so as to give the

attacking missile the widest possible spatial coverage. Ordinary focusing lenses work well for small, stationary targets, but are
not useful for airbourne missiles because of the nature of the rocket motors, the large spatial coverage required for airbourne
missiles, and the extreme temperatures that the missile must survive during launch. For these reasons, an airbourne missile is

normally provided with one or more steerable laser beams as guidance means. The laser beam(s) can be used to guide the missile
toward the target, just as a beacon or radar signal can guide an aircraft, or the beam(s) can provide secondary guidance functions

to help the missile avoid various obstacles. It is essential that the beam(s) be able to be steered as precisely and quickly as
possible in order to minimize damage to the missile and maximize the probability of destroying the target. Because a guided
airbourne missile must travel several miles before reaching the target, it is essential that the laser beam(s) remain focused as

long as possible, and be able to be easily f678ea9f9e
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